SERVICES & SOLUTIONS

Identity Management For The Enterprise
Today, the perimeter that keeps your organization secure and agile
is your users’ identities. It’s time to take control.

Whatever it is that your business does, you need
to ensure that your IT systems allow your users to
work securely anywhere, on any device, and give
them the access to the corporate assets they need
to do their jobs.
Security based on notions of ‘outside and inside’,
as firewalls once were, are all but useless today.
Identity is the new perimeter. It will help you stay
in control.
Identity Management
A properly managed identity system in your enterprise will do
so much more than just help you manage your IT and user
permissions. It is now what stands between you and the people
who would attack your organization. Identity management is
therefore not only sensible, it is essential. It:
■ is vital for security
■ enables regulatory compliance, and audit reporting. You always
know who’s there and can monitor activities
■ speeds up and automates day-to-day tasks such as
provisioning, de-provisioning, reducing administration
■ allows self-service user profile management, including selfservice password reset (SSPR)
■ enables an agile business - quickly adopt new services as
technology changes
■ brings together many different elements of your systems,
synchronizing them for simplicity, efficiency and accuracy
■ oversees and binds your IT investments whatever your
infrastructure: on-premises, hybrid or cloud.
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Devices and Data
Users now expect to have all their personal and workplace content
available in any combination and on any device. If you don’t
permit it, users will find a way anyway. To prevent a catastrophic
data breach, enterprises across the world are acting swiftly to
create agile and secure user environments. If you haven’t already,
now’s the time to give users the mobility they need.
You can boost the power and flexibility of your current
infrastructure by aligning and reconfiguring your IT investments
with carefully selected technologies. And with identity at the heart
of systems, such a unified business solution for your enterprise will:
■ save you money, time and resources
■ make sense of the proliferating spaghetti tangle
■ offer users a seamless experience
■ enable you to stay in control
■ ensure corporate data and assets stay safe however they’re
being accessed and even if a device is lost or stolen
■ and let you get a good night’s sleep.

We Have A Business Solution For You
We can work with you to create a strategy and solution with
identity at the core which will give your enterprise the flexibility it
needs in this new world of cloud and devices.
We have implemented hundreds of identity and enterprise mobility
projects for organizations across the world. When sensitive, mission
critical data is at stake we don’t take any chances. Our tried and
tested methodology ensures there will be no nasty surprises.
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The Technologies We Use
To create our identity and mobility solutions we harness the
power of Microsoft Forefront Identity Manager 2010 R2 (FIM)
which in 2015 became Microsoft Identity Manager (MIM). FIM/
MIM is an identity and access management platform. It handles
day-to-day tasks, has self-service functions for end users, and rich
administrative tools for enhanced automation. Using FIM/MIM, we
improve your operational efficiency and empower your users.
We are the FIM/MIM experts. We wrote the official Microsoft
courses in this technology and train people all over the world.
Indeed, our FIM/MIM knowledge is so deep that we can extend
and customize your solution using our own portfolio of tools
and components to speed up deployments, improve reporting,
accelerate synchronization and much, much more.
FIM/MIM is now available as part of Microsoft’s Enterprise Mobility
Suite. EMS is an integrated package of Microsoft services designed
to work seamlessly with one another, and can be configured to
tackle most of today’s business requirements: mobility, flexibility,
access and security. It includes Microsoft’s Azure Active Directory
Premium, Windows Intune and Azure AD Rights Management
Services.
So if you’re looking for a way to:
■ enable people to work securely on all devices
■ simplify access and control to applications and services
both on-premises and in the cloud
■ offer a seamless user experience with single sign-on
■ simplify management and automate services
■ secure your corporate assets
■ comply with data protection regulations
we’ve got it.
You’ll save time, money and resources.

“You guys wrote the book on this stuff!”
Josh Carpenter.
Washington State University

Find out how we can help you.
Call us today. +1 877 862 1617
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“We were impressed with how flexible
Oxford Computer Group were in their
deployment approach. Our organization
is constantly evolving and it’s hard to keep
up with our requirements, but OCG were
happy to work very flexibly, which is tribute
to their skills and experience.”
Leon Backbier, IT Manager
Endemol International Services
Next Steps
Engage us for a discovery workshop. Our technical and business
consultants will look in detail at your current environment
and business goals, and we’ll discuss what’s possible. After
the workshop, we produce a report with suggestions,
recommendations, and a customized roadmap based on your
organizational aims and priorities.

About Oxford Computer Group
Oxford Computer Group (OCG) works with organizations to create
complete solutions for identity and access, cloud and enterprise
mobility. We take a strategic approach that ensures all the moving
parts interact seamlessly both now and in the future.
Our early adoption of and involvement in Azure AD, our
deep identity heritage, and our experience of mobile device
management makes OCG the “Go To” company for identity,
devices, and enterprise mobility.
Since 2002 we have worked with more than 700 enterprises
worldwide. We have won Microsoft’s Partner of the Year Award
seven times, in the categories Identity and Access, Security and
Enterprise Mobility.

No wonder businesses tell us we are the safe
pair of hands they’ve been looking for.

